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and carefully reasoned, as would be expected ofthis group of authors. At the end of
the book, Davis summarizes these essays in a way which integrates the information





THE NEW MEDICINE & THE OLD ETHics. By Albert R. Jonsen. Cambridge, MA,
Harvard University Press, 1990. 171 pp. No price.
Albert R. Jonsen, Chairman of the Department of Medical History and Ethics at
The University ofWashington School of Medicine in Seattle, has written a splendid
little book; this book is based upon Professor Jonsen's 1988 George Washington Gay
Lecture to the students ofthe Harvard University School ofMedicine. I believe that
this book has sufficient stature and grace to earn a place alongside Francis Weld
Peabody's famous essay, "The Care ofthe Patient," the Gay Lecture for 1927, which
concludedwith the epigrammatic .. . the secretofthe care ofthepatient is in caring
for the patient."
Professor Jonsen reflects on his creation after having composed its several
chapters:
History they are not, although they relate some bits and pieces of the history
of medicine and of the Western world. Philosophers would not recognize
them as respectable philosophical discourse, although Aristotle and Jeremy
Bentham and Alisdair MacIntyre show up from time to time. Time magazine
and the New York Times serve up fragments of current events; the New
England Journal ofMedicine brings us up to date with medical science and
health policy. Asklepios, a figure of myth and poetry, Jesus, a figure from
revelation, and Sir William Osler, standing firmly in the annals of modern
medicine, appear with equal billing. All ofthis is stirred together: what is the
proper name for this potpourri?
In the midst ofhis reflection, Jonsen tells us, he read a review of a new translation
of the Talmud. Most of the Talmud, said the reviewer, is not halakah (law); it is
ratheraggadah, "a magical rabbinic mode ofthought inwhich myth, theology, poetry
and superstition robustly mingle." This observation suggested to Jonsen a name for
his literary genre:
These chapters are secular aggadah. They move without embarrassment
among myth, history, science, and philosophy, picking ideas and events that
please. The excursion is notpointless, however; the ideas that are selected are
bundled together in the hope that they will generate insight about the
contemporary world in which physicians and patients need each other....
The moral life of the world cannot be delineated in clear bright lines. It is
rather a chiaroscuro in which shadowy figures from history, myth, and
tradition are often more powerfully present than the pallid propositions of
philosophical ethics. This is the world ofmedicine that I have been watching.BOOK REVIEWS
My secular aggadah tries to describe its light and shadow, its foreground,
background and future (p. 4).
Albert Jonsen is one of the world's most distinguished and accomplished medical
ethicists. (The proper term is "ethician," not"ethicist," butJonsen is toogenerous to
distract us by quibbling about such details.) In many of his writings, Jonsen has
referred to himself as a "watcher ofmedicine," and he has done so once again. It is
important to notice, however, that he is not merely an outsider looking in. He is, at
the very least, a participant-observer. He has spent many years rounding with
medical people in teaching hospitals. He has been a member of two of our most
prestigious and influential agencies concerned with policy on matters relating to
medical ethics, The National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research and The President's Commission for the Study
of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research. As he
correctly points out, some ethicists are becoming highly sophisticated about such
complex medical and scientific matters as the human genome, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, and the design of randomized clinical trials; Jonsen is a prime
exemplar ofsuch sophistication, and it shows in this book.
Albert Jonsen informs us that the last lecture given by Sir William Osler, shortly
before his death in 1919, was his presidential lecture to the British Classical Society.
In this lecture, entitled, "The Old Humanities and the New Science," Osler
suggested that "humanities are the hormones ofsociety" (p. 141).
In his book, Jonsen twice paraphrases Osler's final lecture: the first paraphrase
yields the title ofhis book. The second consists ofhis proposal that "humanities are
the corticoids" of medicine. According to a textbook of physiology: "The adrenal
cortex is essential to life because it is largely by its means that the body succeeds in
adapting itself to constant changes in the environment" (pp. 146-147). The humani-
ties, Jonsen suggests, serve medicine as the adrenal corticosteroids do the human
body:
My thesis is that the humanities-in particular, history ofmedicine, philoso-
phy ofmedicine, and medical ethics-are, in a way, the chemical messengers
that course through the complicated institution of medicine and enable it to
respond to the constantly changing scientific, technological, social and eco-
nomic environment. Like hormonal secretions, they are present only in
minute quantities in the vast organism of medicine.... The humanities are
the agents ofhomeostasis in medicine (p. 147).
This statement occurs nearthe endofabookinwhich he repeatedlycalls attention to
the immense changes that surround us in the scientific, social, economic, and
political ecology ofmedical practice. He presentsmanyexamples and shows skillfully
how the ways ofunderstanding and responding to such changes may be found in the
traditions and mythology ofmedicine and societygenerally.
Medical ethics as one of the agents of medicine's homeostasis? I shall try to put
this proposition inperspective. Jonsen has, earlier inthebook, distanced hisvision of
ethics from malpractice litigation which in its modern manifestations "vitiates the
social contract between patients and physicians" (p. 101). He similarly distances his
vision of ethics from that which sees life as ordered by a single rule. "Religious
zealots and political fanatics follow but one rule whatever it may be.... The workof
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healing is also in constant danger of becoming univocal, of speaking with only one
voice about its accomplishments. In yielding to that temptation, it falsifies itself and
deceives others" (p. 132).
ForJonsen, ". . . ethics is disciplined reflection on ambiguity. Ethics are generated
by the startled encounter of two cherished values facing each other in apparent
opposition" (p. 130). In an earlier book (TheAbuse ofCasuistry, co-authored with
Stephen Toulmin), ethical reasoning is presented as practical (as distinguished from
theoretical or scientific) reasoning and necessarily reliant on context andexperience.
This viewpoint is very different from the approach called "legalism"-earlier re-
ferred to by Jonsen as the pallid propositions of philosophical ethics-which is
employed by all too many modem medical ethicists. Jonsen's quest forjustice is not
to be equated with merely trying to develop a satisfying principle of triage or
rationing of scarce medical resources; indeed, he is skeptical about whether such a
principle can ever be developed. Jonsen is much more interested in Aristotelian
justice, "a state ofcharacter which makes people disposed to do what isjust, makes
them actjustly, andwish forwhat isjust" (p. 58). Disciplined reflection on ambiguity,
practical reasoning which recognizes the relevance of context and experience, and
reinforcement of the virtues-these are some of the features of the ethics that he
suggests should be recognized as an agent ofmedicine's homeostasis.
Jonsen is a wonderful storyteller, and his stories are rich with nuggets offascinat-
ingand little-known information. Atonce I found myselfurgentlywantingtoturn the
pages forward to find out what was going to happen to someone or something and
simultaneously wanting to turn backward to assure myself that I had not failed to
experience the richness of the details. Whether or not one accepts his proposition
that humanities are the corticoids, this is agood read.
The book is not without error, says Levine in an earnest attempt to measure up to
the community standard forbook reviewers. Forexample, in developing hisproposal
that humanities are the corticoids, Jonsen says "modern medicine [seems to be]
afflicted with a social version of Addison's disease or Cushing's disease, both the
results of serious hormone deficiency" (p. 148). Cushing's disease is, of course, a
manifestation ofhormonal excess rather than deficiency. The very few other errors I
found in this book tend to be of an even more trivial nature, and none detracts from
the central ideas or arguments.
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